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Gurdjieff Oskiano

07-March-2024
The Electric Universe and 

The Ray of Creation

ATTENDEES: Robin, Paula, Stephen F, Bobbie P, Sandra W, Kelly C, Robert P, Robert D, 
Stewart J, Marnie H, Jason, Michelle F, Stephen A, John T D. John Amaral, Daniel McCann, 
The first talk, The Electric Universe and The Ray of Creation by Robin Bloor
MH: If we look at the Birkeland currents from perspective of inner universe – what would be 
their corollary?
RB: Has to be a flow from higher intellectual center all the way down to the bones.  Has to 
occur via the law of three.  Complicated and lots of circulations.   We have concepts that are not 
true – I am – not same from one second to the other and can’t be.  Higher intellectual center is 
Sun Absolute equivalent – not Sun Absolute.  Has been hinted at that there is a corresponding 
et of energies coming from outside ourselves.  We don’t know ... Bone at the level of Man – 
teeth, nails, hair – still kind of alive.  Flow that is dispersed.  Look at the Absolute as a unity and 
everything as energy flowing ... dispersed through universe.
MH: Helpful.
SF: In wheels within wheels chart – side octave graphic – can see organic life on Earth enables 
planet to cross the interval – occupy note ‘fa’ in the octave.   How do the planets that do not 
have life arrive at their place in the octave?
RB: Good question.  Needs to be thought about.  Don’t have an easy way of answering that – 
haven’t gathered sufficient data. Best is from Mars so far.  Geological record – have to look at 
the Earth – poisoned by fact that certain theorists have made claims and no way of dating stone, 
so 4.5K years old is not provable.  However there have been layers recorded in the rock – only 
thing that really gets recorded is bone or wood.  Different density from stone, but not that 
different.  Left with imprints of skeletons of things that existed.  Rare.  Fossils recording a small 
fraction of what happened over 100s of millions of years.  We know that at one point there was 
apparently nothing living on the rock.  Archaea and bacteria.  Bacteria can live anywhere – 5 
miles down and chewing on rock.  At some point it is recorded that bacteria used to eat archaea 
and absorbed it – possible to have multi-cellular beings – predominantly plants.  Plants created 
an atmosphere.  Started to affect the planet – still nothing to talk about in terms of life.  Very 
likely the Moon was born at that point.  Moon rock contains a certain isotope of water that 
matches the Earth.  At a point in time the Moon split off and have soil and plant life – ability to 
accept energy from the Sun.  Don’t need fa, sol, la yet – things that can’t move but can 
transform.  Then 1, 2 brained being and then 3 brained being.  Octave complete and possible for 
a certain maturity.  Until man appeared not possible to fill the interval between the Earth and 
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planets.  
G said nature has tried to populate the planet 5 times.
Look at the other planets – what situation do we find them in?  We don’t know.  As far as I can 
tell think there are bacteria everywhere.  Simple life form.  No idea what is happening below 
cloud cover of Jupiter or Saturn so don’t know if there are life forms (including Angels and 
Archangels).  Likely Angels and Archangels came down from the Sun.  Don’t have a lifecycle of 
a planet.  
2 planets giving off heat -Jupiter and Saturn – becoming Suns?  Period of organic life over?  We 
can’t know.  
If the Earth is a womb – time of nature is almost over.  We are the placenta and when the Moon 
is born we are done.
Jason: Electric Universe theory aside Ray of Creation really interesting.  Materiality – higher 
hydrogens that are not recognised by contemporary science but we experience ... H96 
magnetism, H48 mechanical, H24 instinctive ... wondering if addresses subjective energies of 
inner life and consciousness.  Different states of plasma?
RB: Need to watch all the Electric Universe videos on this topic.  They can’t talk in terms of 
energies that they cannot detect.  We accept that is a constraint they live under.  Can’t go verbal 
about anything ‘superstitious’.   When some of the electronic universe – when they look at 
biological side say interesting things.  Things happening all the time – we are cursed by our own 
level of being when it comes to investigating these substances.  Have to do a lot of work.  
Language issue – quite a distance from what we are talking about today.  When we use certain 
words we need to think of them as applying to certain levels.  Conscience – of world 48 is 
mechanical morality.  Conscience of world 24 will maybe be something you feel.  Beggar on the 
street that shouldn’t be homeless and you think that’s not right.  So not formatory way treated 
by society.  Subjective because identified by emotional center.  Conscience – kind of impartial at 
highest level of emotional center – see truth of situation.  Seeing it as it is.  We just used the 
word ‘conscience’ in four different contexts.  Other words: knowledge, truth ... When we start to 
talk about higher hydrogens – don’t belong in any modern science articulation.  Only way can be 
detected is in lifeforms of a certain level of being.  Useful experiments – observe ways substances 
behave in us.  Would by my truth, but for you would be a story unless you can repeat the same 
in you.  Might be useful ...
Talked about arc mode – know it is a simplicity – octaves of substances in glow mode.  Not one 
or two things – population of stuff and interacts.  
Loads of holes in this connection.
Jason: Good point.  One cannot argue objective science against contemporary – at different 
levels.  Attempt to prove something misguided.
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RB: Worse than that.  Science has assumed position of authority.  Taken as gospel ... big bang – 
haven’t’ given sufficient of a picture to assert big bang.  Not logically articulated – comes from 
extremely simplistic idea that we in the Work would never accept.  Taken idea of expanding 
universe and extrapolated backwards ... Extrapolation in mathematics is known to be dicey.  I 
see you walking down the street ... measure 3 miles an hour – predict in 30 days time you will be 
walking along at 3 miles an hour.  Obviously stupid.  
PS: We know we have thoughts and science doesn’t measure that substance.
RB: H48, 24 or 12.  We know these energies exist.  Get up in the morning and the drain is 
blocked in the sink.  How will you fix it?  Intellectual center will engage and might be helped by 
moving center.  Had a problem, thought and tried to solve it – demonstrates you can use 
intellectual part of intellectual center.  You have – just by that act – have demonstrated you have 
hydrogens that are undetected by science.  
SW: The Moon.  Commercial spaceship landed on the Moon and said there is water there and 
ice – bacteria?  Formation of Moon from plasma – as if from novas and supernovas.  Reconciles 
with what G says about formation of the Moon?
RB: Problem with G’s description of genesis of the moon is he dances between cosmoses.  
Comet Kondoor – impregnation of ovum by sperm.  Then starts to talk in terms of planets.  If 
he said that the Comet Kondoor encountered Earth and created Moon and Anulios ... says it 
still exists – not in planetary cosmos any more because such a comet would not still exist.  
Descent from planet Mars to Earth.  Clear he is descending from one state to another.  What 
cosmos there?  Tells story about sacrifice of 2 brained beings – what cosmos is he in there and 
how does it inform the other cosmoses?  Remarkable genius!  One of the great hasnamusses – 
Harnahoom?  - can make gold and ruler of Babylon went out to capture all the smart people on 
the plant to make gold for him.  What could be more evil?  Then in Arch-preposterous tells you 
how to make gold.  Contradiction isn’t really a contradiction.  You have to find a way to 
reconcile.  Criticises Tolstoy writing his own gospel and G writing his own gospel.  Giving you 
problems that you can use to expand your being.
SW: Dancing between cosmoses – statements on objective science clear statements.  
SW: Ego – uses the word so often in different forms at all levels.
RB: Same applies.  Experiences where because we managed to bring to ourselves sufficient 
energies – something silent that is a witness.  You would say that is perhaps the master in the 
carriage – has an ego.  Possibly the only thing that has a right ... Driver of the carriage who the 
master is trying to keep in check and that can be reasonably well-behaved ... or might be 
completely hopeless and is really a formatory apparatus.  The horse isn’t out of the picture and it 
has an identity – could be more or less perfected and have another ego.  The body can have an 
ego and probably does.  Some individuals who are moving centered -  maybe 99% comes from 
ego.  Going at whole notes without half notes.  What if intellectual center and emotional are 
working together – different again.  Master in the carriage is the ego we are looking for.
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Sandy: Image of the core in the Birkeland currents made me think of ego.
RB: First time I saw that image I was flabbergasted.  Don’t think they saw ... only person who 
pointed out the importance of iron and magnesium to life.  Fundamental building blocks of life 
... can be messed about with ... In the basic veins of the universe what seems to be flowing is life.
Jason: Seems that relates to what Marnie was asking about – what are the channels in our 
organism.  Iron flows in circulation, nervous system ... right from higher intellectual to the 
bones.  
PS: Remember watching the Electric Universe and the amazement when they detected those 
elements.  
SW: Invest in those discoveries.
RB: Can invest in Aureum.  Very large costs to build anything.  Example of atomic energy.  
From working prototype to industrial capability could take 5-10 years.  
SW: Beelzebub and Sathaniel related?
RB: Big question in the Work – one that interests me a lot.  Am I a fallen Angel?  Did I reach a 
level and had to do something work my way back up?  Other possibility is I am new.  Not only 
is my life whatever – but only time I occurred?  One or other has to be the case.  Most people 
are neither of those things – just substances to be consumed by the universe as it is.  
Where you get into ‘synchronicity’ – don’t know what I am or where I came from.  
PS: Only know about higher hydrogens and reality of our existence through experience.  
Synchronicity is possible evidence.
RB: Otherwise just relying on stories from religions. 
SF: The way our hydrogens ascent into the ionosphere – what an impersonal process and felt 
something like despair.  I am such an infinitesimal part ... my job is to contribute a few things ... 
if I dwelled on that would experience such despair would want to stop existing.  Sathaniel – got 
to be connection between him and kundabuffer.  Just enjoy ... that is where you will find your 
meaning.  If response to cosmic role is loss of meaning of self.
RB: That is why I wrote Gurdjieff and Kundabuffer.  Difficult to resolve.  Number of assertions 
G makes ... in ISOM.  If a man truly understood he position he would hang himself – would 
refuse.   Needs to be thought about  .... how mechanical we really are?  We have accepted our 
mechanicality and live with it.  What is it in me that keeps me alive in order that I am eaten 
when ripe.  G doesn’t give you answers, gives you things to think about.  Kundabuffer one of 
those things.  
RD: the temperature at the heliopause is high but very diffuse as the molecular content of it's 
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volume is very low, it'd be considered a vacuum on earth
..............

The second talk, Perspectives on Beelzebub's Tales by John Amaral 
For this group, I’ve secured a time limited bundle for all six of Keith Buzzell books and the 
foldouts described at fifthpress.org, which have a total price of $200, for just $100 plus $35 US 
Shipping or $90 International. For instructions on how to take advantage of this offer, please 
email your name to me and you will hear from Marlena Buzzell. 
– John Amaral macmidi@gmail.com

RP: Mass and form.   Massless and form.  Talks about ionic forms.  Technical word?
JA: Confrontation between perspectives.  The universe has a substate which G explains is triadic.  
In other words are some rules.  Imposed on non-material part of the universe – God – and take 
form in a certain way.  If you look at form as he will describe soon, what happens to those things 
that impinge on the senses?  What happens to that – what form is it?  What happens then to 
digest it and bring into another level.  Something in the body is forming into images – images 
are forms, not in sense of bullet or fork in mass-based world.  We don’t understand these forms 
but using it all the time.  2 + 2 = 4 – can imagine it on a blackboard.  Messages in these images 
and the message is the meaning.
RP: Buddhist idea of energies that have no form.  Smoke, consciousness – divide into mass and 
no mass.  Don’t know why so important – discovery?
JA: Important for us to function –higher functions.  How nature bridges the gap.  On the ocean 
are there waves?  Is the water moving?  The water isn’t moving, the wave is moving.  
Superimposition of different vibrations.  Massless stuff that is real.  My father was a radio 
operator in WW2 in an armoured car.  Using morse code.  About 1951 he brings home a crystal 
set kit and we built it together.  He strung up an antenna and wired a ground.  On this crystal 
set is a germanium crystal.  You move the cat whisker around on the germanium to create a 
diode (passes electricity in one direction and not another).  By rectifying signal from antenna to 
ground pulls the information off the waves flying through the air.  Able to listen to Jonny Lee 
and others ... broadcasting in Long Beach CA with my dad’s earphones from WW2 on my 
head.  Signal from radio waves real?  Prisoners of war in German concentration camps building 
crystal sets ... People were able to build things.  Would build circuits on bread boards.  Radio 
starting in 1900.  Do those things have form.  Does information have form?   Language, 
information ... Superimposed on carrier waves.  Bottle with message ends up on the shore ... 
Cell phones, satellites ... have all those things now.  Bridges between massless and mass based 
and ... extract meaning from images.  
KC: Kundabuffer and blending ...
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JA: Unlawful blending of inner outer and abstract aspects of reality.  Brains developed for the 
purpose of survival.  Outside, group and ideas.  That is one perspective of kundabuffer.  
Suggestibility, hypnosis, logical confrontation – part of natural functions of the brain to go into 
hypnotic trance.  Exactly what happens when we narrow our attention to the subject at hand.  If 
tired or sick, can ‘t focus our attention.
Hypnosis is G’s way of breaking down into the subconscious to cure the influence of 
kundabuffer.
RP: Why is it the focus is the mechanism for hypnosis?  Only when broken down we can get 
hypnotised?
JA: example of paying attention to this reading – tune out everything else.  Adult human can do 
that.  Sublimation.  Tuning is natural behaviour of function and behaviour of 3 functions of 
attention.  Can suck you in and become director of the will – compelling speakers can do that.  
Have some of our own will.  Law 6 and 3 story factory – life force and will to live in every cell – 
can also talk about the will of endlessness and holy spirit – same hydrogen level.  Where 
inspiration comes in.  
RB: Each field is resonant representation ... beating heart of a mystery in terms of awareness – 
H12.  Does seem to have a clear view of anything have to be energised with that hydrogen.  
Putting together 3 brains and each is resonant representation of a world.  
JA: Tetartocosmoses that Endlessness observes have possibility of independent movement.  
Decision ... Even lichen can choose which direction to attach itself and grow.  McLean in 1957 
published in academic literature about 3 functional brains.  In behavioural psychology money 
was put into equipment and not researching functionally and spending money on machines that 
could record.  So got submerged.  One-brained animals – snakes, lizards – more primitive than 
mammals.  Second brains developed for survival in groups – hunt in groups ... Childhood – gets 
longer and longer – unnaturally long.  G went off on his own at 11.  I used to walk to school and 
walked back home from kindergarten.  Not like that now.  
Developing tools for understanding that.  
Development of third brain – all kinds of material coming up in last 6000 years.  I heard 
geologist say that the Earth has had 72 13K year cycles when was possible for something to 
emerge.  
RB: From point of view of octaves – needs to be completed – 3 centered capability and doesn’t 
necessarily pan out.  Most human beings don’t try to investigate their own existence and 
remember themselves.  
Start to talk about attention – where I need to know more.  
Harnel-Aoot ... influence form inside / outside or combination of two.  Have to bring 
something to that point otherwise goes in any direction.  
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Rare that we can bring all those parts together ...
JA: ... implantation of new organ like kundabuffer ... implanted like kundabuffer?  
Understanding of how we are indoctrinated and how natural conversion can take place when 
outside world is influencing us.  Kundabuffer taught?  
RB: It is a paradox.  It just happens to appear to be the big paradox.  Absolute who actually 
cares – feels sorrow for the creation.  Necessary that the majority of us 3 brained beings have to 
be slaves and have no possibilities.  Wishes to assist people to travel in the opposite direction.  
With kundabuffer we are horribly outnumbered.  99% of people can write them off.   Nothing 
easy in doing the Work.  
JA: Sly man takes a pill
RB: Pieces of knowledge that are short-cuts.  
SF: From our Tales meeting yesterday – how many things I thought I understood about this 
Work and not really understanding.  Realised yesterday fundamental idea of being mechanical 
never really saturated me.  Emotional impact of truly believing that ... If we really saw how 
things are we would hang ourselves.  Escaping from kundabuffer have to let go the fundamental 
things thought you had to have.  
Bought Keith Buzzell’s book – got part way through and sold it – conceptual – amazing 
synthetic mind that can bring a lot into relationship ... Finally bought the book again and got 
through it and then another.  
JA: Differences between the way you think and someone else thinks – can try it on and see.
Keith tried to reconcile the Work with modern science ... when you come across some 
confrontation ... someone who thinks like a doctor – don’t know any doctor who went as far 
with G as Keith did.  Individuality ... can learn from those like you and those different from 
you.
G did have understanding of personality ... people learn in different ways.  At least 16 types.
RB: Met Keith and went to one of his October gatherings.  This man was something.  
JA: Meet very few people like that – can count on one hand for me.
SF: Would have liked to have paused a bit more to discuss.  
Different parts of the brain, for instance.  
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